We developed an automated deep learning system to detect hip fractures from frontal pelvic x-rays, an important and common radiological task. Our system was trained on a decade of clinical x-rays (≈53,000 studies) and can be applied to clinical data, automatically excluding inappropriate and technically unsatisfactory studies. We demonstrate diagnostic performance equivalent to a human radiologist and an area under the ROC curve of 0.994. Translated to clinical practice, such a system has the potential to increase the efficiency of diagnosis, reduce the need for expensive additional testing, expand access to "expert level" medical image interpretation, and improve overall patient outcomes.
Introduction
Hip fractures represent a significant clinical and public health problem worldwide. They are among the most common causes of hospitalisation, morbidity, and mortality 1 in the elderly, with a lifetime risk of 17.5% for women and 6% for men 2 . The all-cause mortality rate is over 20% within one year, and less than 50% of patients regain the ability to live independently 3 .
Diagnosis of a fracture is usually made with pelvic x-ray imaging, and such imaging accounts for 6% of all imaging referrals from the emergency department at our institution, a tertiary public hospital. To limit misdiagnosis, 5-10% of at-risk patients undergo further imaging, including additional xrays, nuclear medicine bone scans, computed tomography (CT), or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), of which only a third demonstrate a fracture 4 . Not only does this increase diagnostic costs and resource utilisation, but without access to these advanced imaging modalities (for example in remote and under-serviced regions) delayed or missed diagnosis is likely to result in worse patient outcomes including increased mortality rate 5 , length of hospitalisation 6 , and cost of care 7 .
Recent advances in medical image analysis using deep learning 8 have produced automated systems that can perform as well as human experts in some medical tasks 9, 10 . Deep learning is a computer science method that can be used to teach computers to recognise patterns that are useful in discriminating between groups of images, such as images with or without a certain disease 8 .
Highly sensitive and specific automation of hip fracture assessment using x-ray studies would lead to earlier and more accurate diagnosis and hence improve patient outcomes. Such automation would also reduce the need for expensive CT and MRI studies, which could improve service efficiency and increase access to highly accurate detection of hip fractures in under-serviced regions. Automation could also improve reproducibility, given the reported variation in diagnostic certainty among human experts of different experience levels 11 . Here we investigate the application of deep learning using convolutional neural networks (CNNs) for the task of fracture detection, and present the first large scale study where a deep learning system achieves human-level performance on a common and important radiological task.
Dataset

Developing ground truth labels for hip fractures
Hip fractures are a promising target for machine learning approaches because of the availability of near-perfect ground truth labels. Clinically, patients with hip fractures do not remain undetected. Because of the weight bearing nature of the region, clinically 'silent' fractures rapidly progress to severe pain and immobility. As such, all patients with hip fractures that have imaging in a hospital should be identified in the radiology reports, the orthopaedic operative records, or the mortality records. While a small subset of patients may be lost to the records (due to hospital transfers, for example), our clinical experience suggests that the ground-truth label accuracy will be >99%.
Obtaining and efficiently labelling our dataset
Data for this study were obtained from the clinical radiology archive at the The Royal Adelaide Hospital (RAH), a large tertiary teaching hospital. Ethics approval was granted by the RAH human research ethics committee. All pelvis x-rays between 2005 and 2015 were included in the study, obtained with a wide variety of equipment used across the decade during normal clinical practice. Initial fracture labels were obtained by combining the orthopaedic surgical unit records, and findings from the radiology report archive (using regular expressions). This combination of sources resulted in labelling accuracy of around 95%, evaluated on the hold out test set (described below) which was labelled manually by a radiologist using all of the available sources of information. To improve this further while avoiding the need for manual review of the entire dataset, a deep learning model was trained on the original labels and the false positive cases that this model identified were reviewed by a radiologist. As the "default" label for a case was negative (i.e., the case was not present in the orthopaedic database, nor had matching keywords in the radiology report), the majority of label errors were unrecognised fractures (which a well-trained model identifies as false positives). This process was repeated several times, and finally a single review of the false negatives was performed. This process improved the label accuracy on the hold-out test set from around 95% to >99.9%, while only requiring 3371 cases to be labeled by an expert (7.4% of the dataset). All manual review of cases was performed by a consultant radiologist (Dr Oakden-Rayner).
Each case provided two images, one from each hip, resulting in a total dataset of 53,278 images. These were randomly divided into a training set (45,492 images), a validation set (4,432 images) for model selection, and a held-out test set (3,354 images). There was no overlap of patients between the sets. The test set included only images referred from the emergency department (ED), which was considered the most clinically challenging setting, where lateral films and cross-sectional imaging are often not immediately available and management is often required prior to a formal radiology report. The prevalence of fractures among the patients in the test set was 19%, which is the clinical prevalence in the ED at our centre. The prevalence of fractures among patients in the training and validation sets was lower (≈12%) due to the presence of outpatient and inpatient cases.
To ensure an unbiased set of labels for model evaluation, the entire test set was reviewed manually.
Managing medical data heterogeneity
To deal with the variation inherent in clinical studies, the dataset was processed with a series of artificial neural networks. Firstly, a small CNN (CNN-frontal) was trained to identify frontal pelvis x-rays within each "case", which often include other images like lateral hip films, chest, and spinal x-rays, requiring the network to learn to discriminate between gross anatomical features. Secondly, Table 1 : Performance of pre-processing deep learning models. CNN-frontal: identifies frontal pelvic x-rays, and excludes all other images. CNN-bounding: localises the neck of femur region for extraction. CNN-metal: excludes cases with metal in the region of interest. The CNN-metal training set was identified using regular expressions to find appropriate keywords from the radiology reports.
a regression-based CNN (CNN-bounding) was trained to localise the neck of femur, which is the only location where a relevant fracture could occur. This reduced the input size of the x-rays from over 3000 x 3000 pixels to a much more manageable 1024 x 1024 pixels, while maintaining image resolution. This task is more challenging than that of CNN-frontal, as it requires the system to localise fine-grained anatomical landmarks. Finally, a third CNN (CNN-metal) was trained to exclude cases with implanted metal from hip fractures and other similar operations (which represent a separate diagnostic challenge). Each network was trained on a small volume of data, requiring less than one hour of annotation effort by a radiologist. In Table 1 we present the performance of these models on unseen validation data. The accuracy of CNN-bounding is estimated by manual review of a held out test set, where adequacy was defined as coverage including the femoral head, and the greater and lesser trochanters.
Methods
Model selection
To analyse the pelvic x-rays, we applied a type of CNN known as a DenseNet 12 . This architecture utilises extensive feed-forward connections between the layers, which is thought to improve feature propagation in these networks.
The validation set was used to determine the following hyper-parameters (using a grid search strategy): the layer width (number of units per layer), the choice of activation function and leak rate, the use of a secondary loss function, the types and extent of data augmentation, the level of regularisation, and the learning rate.
The final network was 172 layers deep, with 12 features/units per layer (a total of 1,434,176 parameters). We used leaky relu 13 non-linear activations with a leak rate of 0.5 and pre-activation batch normalisation 14 . The model optimised two loss functions; a primary loss related to the presence or absence of fractures, and a secondary loss to learn more specific fracture location information (intra-capsular, extra-capsular, and no fracture). This was motivated by similar approaches which improved performance in previous work 9, 10 .
We applied extensive data augmentation, consisting of small translations, rotations, and shears, as well as histogram matching to account for the residual variation in pixel values even after processing (a common issue with medical images). Each augmentation technique resulted in an absolute improvment of around 0.01 AUC on the validation set.
The network was regularised with a dropout 15 rate of 0.2 and a weight decay rate of 1e-5. The network was trained via stochastic gradient descent using the Adam optimiser 16 , with a learning rate of 0.0001. The network was trained for 25 epochs, with a batch size of 14. The system was trained using PyTorch 17 on a on a workstation comprised of a hexa-core Intel i7-6850k processor, 64GB of DDR4 RAM and two 12GB NVidia Titan X Pascal graphics cards, resulting in a wall-clock training time of around 22 hours for the final model.
We also compared the performance of our model against a ten layer fully-convolutional CNN with 4,722,944 parameters, and pre-trained deep neural networks that required downsampling of the input images. The DenseNet had significantly higher performance on the validation data (absolute AUC improvement = 0.035 in both cases).
Evaluation
The algorithm was evaluated using a hold-out test set containing 3,354 images, with 348 fractures. We compared the performance of the algorithm against recently published work on automated hip fracture detection 18 , as well as against the original radiology reports to achieve an estimate of human expert performance.
Estimating human performance
Our task of identifying hip fractures using only a frontal pelvic x-ray is a common clinical one, as often the frontal film is the only test that is available to make this diagnosis. However, assessing human performance from radiology reports is confounded by the fact that other sources of information can be available at the time of reporting, and the role that this information plays in the diagnosis is usually unstated in the radiology report. Sources of such information could include discussions with clinicians (including physical examination and surgical findings), or other imaging such as lateral xray images or follow-up films (such as repeat x-ray, CT or MRI). At our centre the x-ray reports are often only finalised several hours after imaging, which allows radiologists to "peek" at any follow up imaging.
To provide the strongest possible baseline we generate an estimate of the "upper bound" of human performance. That is, we assume that no unstated information was used to report the films. A report is only considered a human error if it provides the wrong diagnosis (later proven on follow-up), if it clearly states that additional information was required to makle the diagnosis (i.e., a lateral film), or it is unequivocal that further imaging will be necessary to make a diagnosis. When reports had vague wording or it was unclear if the radiologist was recommending further imaging, we treated the stated diagnosis as the result of the frontal x-ray only. For example, "there is a subtle fracture, consider CT to confirm" would be treated as a finding of a fracture, but "equivocal appearance, CT recommended" or "the fracture was only demonstrated on the lateral film" would both be considered a failure to make the diagnosis with the frontal film alone. Figure 1 shows the receiver operator characteristic curve for our model on the hold-out test data. The human upper bound performance is also presented as a point in ROC space. Table 3 : Comparison against estimated human baseline. The upper bound of human performance is estimated from the original (clinical) radiology reports for the test set cases. This reflects the upper limit of human performance given the data as we assume the radiologists used no additional information other than the frontal pelvic x-rays for their diagnoses (which is unlikely). As demonstrated, there is no significant difference between the human upper bound estimate and our model at either operating point on this dataset.
Results
In Table 2 we compare our model to recently published results on automated hip fracture detection 18 . Kazi et al. developed several models using a dataset of 669 frontal pelvic x-rays. They split these cases into two separate hip images, resulting in 900 images for training and 270 for testing. Their test data had a prevalence of 50% and they presented results at a single operating point for each model. For consistency, we present results here with a similar data distribution (prevalence = 50%) using all 348 fractures from our test set and 348 randomly selected non-fracture test cases. This subset was selected so the performance metrics were comparable (given the use of precision in Kazi et al., which varies with prevalence).
In Table 3 we present results for the entire larger test set (348 fractures and 2997 non-fractures), comparing our results against the performance on the original radiology reports. Note that in these tests the radiologists often had access to more information than our models, including any lateral x-rays, clinical information and follow-up studies. We present the performance of our system at two operating points, with high precision and high recall. Confidence intervals are calculated using exact Clopper-Pearson intervals 20 .
Discussion
We present a deep learning model that achieves human-level performance at the important radiology task of hip fracture detection in a large-scale study, and demonstrate state of the art performance compared to recently published work in this area by a large margin. The ROC AUC value of 0.994 is, to the best of our knowledge, the highest level ever reported for automated diagnosis in any largescale medical task, not just in radiology. Furthermore, unlike in previous work, our fully automated pipeline can take in any frontal pelvis x-ray and exclude ineligible cases, localise the neck of femur, and identify the presence of proximal femoral fractures automatically. Our research shows that despite the challenges specific to radiological image data, the development of large, clean datasets is sufficient to achieve high-level automated performance with deep-learning systems.
Our method of using small CNNs trained on small labeled datasets (300 cases for each model, taking less than one hour for an expert to annotate each dataset) made processing clinical image data practical. Many of these 'simple' tasks such as anatomy localisation can be achieved with very high accuracy with only a modest expert time commitment. Likewise, our process of iterative labelling using partially trained neural networks (where an expert reviews the false positives and false negatives rather than the entire dataset) allowed us to improve label accuracy from around 95% to over 99.9% while only hand-labelling 7.4% of the dataset.
We also show several further new results; that high performance (AUC = 0.994) can be achieved without pre-training of models (for example, on ImageNet data as demonstrated in Gulshan et al. and Esteva et al. 9, 10 ) , and that very deep networks are useful in this setting. While these results should be expected given the results of CNNs in image analysis more generally, we have anecdotally seen many discussions around these points and we hope our findings can help to answer these concerns.
Baseline human performance on this task is difficult to estimate due to the presence of unreported external sources of information which can contribute to diagnostic decisions, and the use of inexact language by radiologists. While we are confident that our upper bound estimate of human performance is optimistic, and our team is currently working to test our system against human experts directly in a controlled environment.
